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Credit Union

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Introductions: By CU rep/speaker. Housekeeping items: Restroom location, refreshments. Format: Informal, interactive session. Q&A: Discussion and participation are a large part of the program. Handouts: Encourage participants to use the handouts as guides for their updated record-keeping system. Encourage them to tailor the handouts to their individual situation. Family involvement: Encourage participants to discuss the topic with family. Note: If you want to stay in good financial shape, keeping financial records organized is a must. You can spend big bucks to hire a professional, or you can learn a few simple steps to declutter your system, organize your files, and create basic documents that help you get—and stay—in control of your finances. This seminar can help you get started on the right track. Don’t be intimidated or get bogged down by trying to get organized all at once--many of the suggestions in this seminar will take time to implement.  Evaluations: (1) Self-evaluation form immediately after the session, and (2) Follow-up evaluation that will be mailed to participants in two to three months. Ask participants to return the evaluation in the self-addressed, postage-paid envelope.
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Seminar objectives

Learn:
 Benefits of getting organized
 Why some record-keeping systems fail
 How to create efficient bill-pay system
 What records to keep, where, and how long
 How to take a home inventory
 What to gather in case of natural disaster
 Where to go for help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: This seminar contains several tips … some will be new, some will sound familiar, but it’s a good bet that all of us can do a better job of getting our financial records organized. In addition to developing a good record-keeping system, we’ll highlight important financial documents that can help you stay organized and keep track of your finances over time.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY 1:  Two Decks of Cards��NOTES TO INSTRUCTOR:� Take two decks of cards to the seminar—one in order by suit, and one shuffled. Give the decks of cards to two seminar participants. Ask a third seminar participant to call out a card (example: ace of spades). Ask the participants with the cards to find the card quickly. Ideally, the person with the unshuffled deck will find the card first. Continue with the activity for three or four more cards. Ask the participants why they think one person found cards more quickly than the other person. [Correct answer: That deck was organized.]ASK PARTICIPANTS:� How much time do you spend looking for things at home? How many hours a week do you think you spend looking for things? �  (Multiply that by 52 for a yearly total.) How much time do you spend searching for documents as you prepare to file your taxes?  
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Benefits

 More time, energy, space
 Quick retrieval
 Eliminate late fees
 Clutter-free
 Find documents if disaster strikes
 Peace of mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Have you ever paid a bill late because the statement got lost in a pile somewhere? After reading and watching news accounts about tornado and hurricane victims, have you thought about getting your records organized in case you had to evacuate your home quickly? Are you prepared for a natural disaster?TELL AUDIENCE: Many people get organized to gain peace of mind in case something happens to them, and their loved ones suddenly need to “pick up the financial pieces.” 
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Costs of not getting organized

 Zaps energy
 Wastes time
 Wastes money
 Increases stress
 Creates tax-time stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Have you missed out on rebates because you couldn’t find the required receipts or rebate form? Have you ever forfeited unused funds from your flexible spending account because you forgot to keep receipts throughout the year for eligible expenses?  Does your file cabinet and home office space look like the one on this slide?TIP:  To help you identify which products are flex-friendly, check with your employer’s plan, ask your drugstore chain, or visit this Web site:�flex-plan.com/elgexpenhc.aspx. 
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Why some record-keeping 
systems fail

 Not comprehensive
 Too complicated
 User isn’t consistent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: The best way to make sure your organizational system works is to include everything pertinent to your financial records. Make sure your system is easy to follow, and don’t change your system midstream—unless it’s not working. This seminar will give several suggestions for simplifying your record keeping system.HANDOUT 1: What’s Your Record Keeping IQ?NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Ask participants to take one or two minutes to complete the quiz, tally the number of “yes” answers, and check their score. Tell participants the quiz will not be collected. Be honest!
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Preparation

Decide what you need
 Envelopes, budget or bill organizers, 

shredder, file folders, hanging files, 
file cabinet, fireproof safe

 Spreadsheet or budget pages

 Computer software

 Storage containers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Gather all the materials you think you’ll need. The materials don’t need to be expensive or fancy; in fact, most organizational tools don’t cost much at all. You even could use shoe boxes if that will help you keep important receipts organized. Many people use common materials from around the house, supplemented with file folders and a shredder.
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File guide

 Housing
 Insurance
 Investments
 Tax
 Warranties
 Owner’s manuals

Examples of major categories:
 Auto
 Correspondence
 Credit cards
 Credit union accounts
 Employment
 Health

Resource: cahe.nmsu.edu/pubs/_g/G-229.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: There is no one “right” or “wrong” way to organize your files—it’s entirely up to you based on what works as well as the kinds of transactions you make and policies you have. For ideas on file headings, search the Web. One useful site from New Mexico State University has a “Guide to Files” that may provide assistance. Go to cahe.nmsu.edu/pubs/_g/G-229.pdf. If you wish to divide your major categories into subcategories, consider these:��CU accounts: checking, savings, loan contracts, safe deposit box contentsEmployment: pay stubs, fringe benefits, flex-spendingInsurance: auto, health, disability, homeowners/renters, life, long-term care, otherInvestments: (records of) retirement/pension plans, annuities, bonds, certificates, stocks, real estate, other
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Develop efficient
bill-pay system

 Decide when, where
 Keep bill-pay materials in one place
 Organize, record regularly
 Envelopes/boxes for receipts
 Spreadsheet/account book
 Quicken, Microsoft Money, other software

 Balance checkbook monthly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Does your current bill-pay system increase your stress level? If you could cut in half the time that you spend paying bills, would you be less stressed? When you pay bills, do you have to go to one room for the envelopes, another room for the stamps, and yet another room for the statements and invoices?TIPS: Keep all bill-pay materials (envelopes, stamps, return address labels, calculator, and so on) in one place. If you use financial software, make sure you enter data regularly—at least weekly. Remember: the reports you generate are only as good as the data you enter. Back up disks regularly. Keep a copy in a fireproof box at home, and keep a copy of end-of-year disks in a safe deposit box. Check online accounts regularly for suspicious or fraudulent activity. If you see something amiss, contact the credit union immediately.
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Organizational tips

 Touch it once! Pay, file, or shred
 File regularly—color-coded files
 Reduce credit solicitations

Optoutprescreen.com or 888-5opt-out
 Reduce catalogs 

Catalogchoice.org
 Bills to be paid first: top of stack
 Before due date: 

Mail 7-9 days, or e-pay 2-3 days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIPS: Try to only touch papers once—pay it, file it, or shred it. Ideally, file regularly, and try using color-coded files so you can find all insurance records quickly, or all medical records quickly. Get off credit card solicitation lists by visiting optoutprescreen.com or calling 888-5opt-out. Another way to reduce junk mail is to register your name with the Direct Marketing Association. Go to dmaconsumers.org for more information on how to remove your name from mailing lists and e-mail lists. The site also has information on how to remove deceased individuals’ names from marketing lists. Sign up—for free—at catalogchoice.org to cut down on unwanted catalogs that clog your mailbox. You can decline catalogs, or sign up to receive ones you want. You’ll reduce mailbox clutter as well as time spent sifting through unwanted mail. Put bills to be paid first at the top of the stack, and pay them several days before the actual due date to make sure you’re not charged a late fee.ASK AUDIENCE: What are some of the other things you have done to get organized—tips that may help other participants?
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More organizational tips

 Use direct deposit, payroll deduction
 Keep tax records in one place
 Read disclosures, then toss
 Review bills for accuracy
 Use online banking/bill-pay/ACH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIPS: READ SLIDE Here’s a tip: At the beginning of each year, set up files for tax records and deductible expenses—charitable contributions, health-care expenses, child care expenses, 1099s, and so on. When tax-time rolls around, you’ll have everything you need right at your fingertips. Note that credit-card issuers can change the terms and conditions of their card agreements any time—as long as they notify you in advance. Read all statement inserts before tossing them in the wastebasket. There’s no need to keep inserts unless they reflect an important change.NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: ACH is Automated Clearing House.
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Benefits of online banking

 Reduce paperwork

 24/7 account access:
 View balances, statements
 Pay bills, set payment dates
 Move money between accounts
 Download account details

 Check for fraud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: One of the many benefits of online and mobile banking is the ability to conduct your financial affairs any time of the day or night. This puts you in control, reduces the likelihood of late payment charges, helps you catch fraudulent activity quickly, and helps you stay organized. Make sure you have adequate protections on your computer by installing and keeping updated a personal firewall and antivirus software. Antivirus software identifies infected e-mail attachments and other virus carriers before they have a chance to damage your computer. Change online banking passwords frequently, and don’t use common information such as birthdays, addresses, or your mother’s maiden name as your password. Use a combination of numbers and upper/lowercase letters. Make sure the Web pages you access after you log in with your password have “https” at the beginning of the address at the top of every page. Check for a padlock on the browser frame, not within the page you’re viewing.NOTES TO INSTRUCTOR:  The credit union may want to consider purchasing copies of the statement stuffer, “Online Banking: Fast, Simple, Safe” for participants. This and other resources are listed on the order form in the Seminars in a Box packet. Delete this slide if online banking is not offered.
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Safety tips when using 
mobile devices

 Set phone to require password to
power on handset or awake it from 
sleep mode.

 Don’t use automatic account log-in’s. 

 Don’t share—or save to your handset—your password, 
account number, PIN, or answers to secret questions.

 Access accounts via secure, private networks.

 Report lost mobile phone immediately.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: If you access accounts and conduct transactions via mobile devices, make sure you protect yourself against identity theft. According to a Javelin survey released in 2012, 7% of smartphone owners became ID-fraud victims in 2011, and 32% of smartphone owners don’t update to new operating systems when they become available. Further, 62% don’t use a password on their home screen, so anyone who steals or finds their smartphone can easily access their personal information.��READ SLIDE Note that consumer protections on many smartphone transactions are different than those that apply to traditional credit-card usage or online banking. When choosing between paying with your mobile device and using a credit card, you may not be getting the same protections, according to Consumers Union. Know whether your mobile transactions use your debit or credit cards.  Why?  Because credit-card fraud carries a limit of $50 in liability for the cardholder, while liability for fraudulent transactions on a debit card are limited to $50 if reported within 48 hours, and up to $500 if reported after 48 hours and before two months. After that, your liability is unlimited (basically the amount that’s in your account). Bottom line: Monitor your account for unauthorized use, regardless of how you pay your bills. Be vigilant and in control of your personal data as you move toward these new mobile devices. 
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Benefits of
automatic bill-pay

 Set up regular payments
 Make payments to creditors on time
 Make payments on selected date
 Avoid late/missed payments
 Save time, postage costs, check costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: When you sign up for automatic bill-pay, you select the automatic withdrawal date from the qualifying period. Your monthly bill will state the bill amount, and the payment withdrawal date from your account.NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Check with the credit union about the specifics of the automatic bill-pay program. Delete this slide if auto bill-pay is not offered.
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What to keep, and how long

 Don’t keep records
longer than necessary!

 Many people keep
records too long, or 
can’t find what they keep!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Refer to the statement stuffer, “What to Keep and What to Throw Away.” The credit union received copies of this statement stuffer in the Seminars in a Box packet. Ask participants to open the statement stuffer to the chart, “What to Keep and for How Long.” Ask whether any participants currently have a system for discarding documents no longer needed. Ask whether they would benefit from knowing the information on the chart—for the purpose of freeing up space for other things.
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Financial documents

 Cash-flow statement
 Net-worth statement
 Personal property inventory
 Estate-planning documents 
 Financial notebook

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: These financial documents provide an overall picture of your finances, and they should be part of your newly organized financial record keeping system. Cash-flow statement  tracks money coming in and going out—it tells where your money went last year. The two columns—income and expenses—must be equal. If income is greater than expenses, save more. If expenses are greater than income, reduce expenses or increase income. Savings is an expense category. The ideal time period for the work sheet: Jan. 1 to Dec. 31. Net-worth statement shows assets minus liabilities. Lenders use it to determine whether you can afford to pay back loans. Update around Dec. 31. Personal property inventory provides evidence of ownership and helps determine insurance coverage. Store lists, videotape, and/or photographs in safe deposit box. (More information about personal property inventories is on slide #19.) Financial notebook is a gift you give loved ones to help them figure out your financial affairs if you’re seriously injured or die. Tell them where you keep it, and keep a copy in a fireproof safe at home. (More information about financial notebooks is on slide #18.) Estate-planning documents consist generally of a will, living will, financial durable power of attorney, and health-care durable power of attorney. 
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Disaster-proof important papers

What if you have only minutes to leave your home? 

 Identify single location for crucial papers and backup disks

 Make certified copies of birth certificates

 Put papers in plastic covers

 Tell others where papers are located

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Many victims of natural disasters are unprepared for the consequences of losing everything—including their financial records. Disaster-preparedness experts urge that we plan ahead, just in case, and take some simple steps that will help us get back on our feet quickly if a hurricane, tornado, fire, or flood disrupts our lives. If you only have a few crucial minutes to clear out of your home, would you be ready? First, identify a single location for important papers and backup disks, such as a fireproof box that you can quickly and easily grab, or choose to keep important papers in a safe deposit box. Make certified copies of all birth certificates in case you need to show them to government agencies. Put important papers in plastic covers to keep them dry. Tell loved ones and/or trusted friends where your important papers are located.
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Financial notebook

 Blueprint of your finances

 Road map for loved ones

 Faced with leaving your home quickly? 
Grab your financial notebook!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: If you had just minutes to gather family members and grab a few items before abandoning your home in the event of a hurricane, tornado, fire, or flood, what would you reach for? What if you had one organized and up-to-date notebook with all your important financial information in it—would you consider that a “gift” to yourself and your family? Would that bring some peace of mind?HANDOUT 2: Your Financial NotebookNOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Take a few moments to let participants review Handout 2. Ask whether any participants have compiled their own notebook—or something similar. What’s in it? Are there other items that should be included in a financial notebook that aren’t on the handout?
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Personal property inventory

 Use lists, photos, and/or videotape

 Document everything in each room

 List estimated value and history

 Attach copies of receipts for some items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: If you haven’t compiled a list of your possessions, think about the consequences of losing all of them. How would you convince your insurance agent that you just purchased a big-screen TV? Would you be able to prove that you had heirlooms or antiques throughout your house? Can you remember all the pieces of jewelry you own, and their approximate value? The insurance claim process will be much smoother—and you’ll likely get a higher settlement—with adequate documentation and proof in the form of lists, photographs, videotape, and receipts. As you go through each room, capture everything—including furniture, clothing, jewelry, electronics, appliances, tools, and so on. Make sure you document the estimated value and history—perhaps that old trunk traveled with your great-great-grandfather to Ellis Island. Finally, keep receipts and attach copies of those receipts to your inventory for higher-cost items.
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Where to keep documents

 Home active file
 Carry with you
 Home permanent records
 Home inactive file—long-term storage 
 Safe deposit box or fireproof safe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Knowing where to keep important papers is just as important as knowing what to keep.HANDOUT 3: Where to Keep Financial RecordsNOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Encourage participants to review the handout and make notes pertinent to their own records and situation. The items on this list are suggestions only—personalize it!
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What to shred

 Statements (credit, retail, gas cards)

 Cancelled checks—after balancing statement

 Monthly money market statements

 Credit card offers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Always shred documents that contain personal information before discarding them.  Shred statements such as credit card, retail, and gasoline card statements after the payment is credited. Keep only those statements that are for warranty or insurance purposes. Shred cancelled checks after you balance your statement. Keep only those checks that document a tax deduction. Shred monthly money market statements after you get your annual summary or 1099. Shred credit card offers. Refer to the statement stuffer, “What to Keep and What to Throw Away,” to determine when it’s safe to discard documents.
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Get started!

 Set goals
 Develop action plan
 Communicate plan to family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Are you ready to de-clutter? Do you know where to start? Did anything mentioned during the seminar make you sit up and say, “I need to do that!” Are you up for the challenge? What are some ways you can involve family members in the process? Remember: Don’t be intimidated or get bogged down by trying to get organized all at once--many of the suggestions in this seminar will take time to implement. 
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Resources

 Cooperative Extension Service

 National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization

 Insurance Information Institute

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: The Internet has a wealth of information on getting financial records organized. Here are just a few of the resources you may wish to review before you start organizing your records. For specific web addresses, see Handout 4. 
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Checklist: Are you ready?

I know …
 Why my current system has failed 
 How to reduce junk mail
 How to set up and simplify my files
 What records to keep or shred
 Where—and how long—to keep records
 How to create a financial notebook
 How to create a personal property inventory
 How to communicate my system to family
 Where to go for help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TELL AUDIENCE: Use this checklist to see if you’re ready to get your personal financial records organized.
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Remember … your credit union can 
help you with all your financial challenges.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK AUDIENCE: Are there any questions? (Allow time for discussion)TELL AUDIENCE: We will send you a follow-up evaluation in two to three months. Please fill out the end-of-meeting evaluation before you leave.THANK YOU!NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Stop with this slide. The next slide is for the benefit of the credit union.
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© 2008 Credit Union National Association Inc., the trade association for credit unions in the U.S.
Revised 2012

To order additional 
“Credit Union Seminars in a Box” topics:

Call 800-356-8010, press 3

For a list of available topics,
visit cuna.org and type 
“Member seminar kits”

in the search box.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE TO CREDIT UNION: Use the order form within the Seminars in a Box materials to reorder seminar handouts and statement stuffers.
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